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GS/AIGETOA/2020/127                                                                           Dated 16.11.2020 
 
To, 
The General Manager (Trg), 
BSNL Corporate Office, New Delhi. 
 
Subject: Shifting of 3 weeks JAO Ph-III training through Online Mode starting w.e.f.  23.11.2020-Reg 
Reference:  NATFM/2-Trg./TC/JAO(DR)/ Ph. III/2020-21/22 dt 11/11/2020 of CAO(IFA), NATFM, Hyd. 
 
Respected Sir, 
 

We would like to draw your kind attention towards the recent schedule of THREE WEEKS JTO Phase-III 

training w.e.f. 23.11.2020 to be conducted offline at BRBRAITT Jabalpur, NATFM Hyderabad, ALTTC 

Ghaziabad, RTTC Nagpur comprising of 246 JAOs under various specializations as announced by the 

NATFM Hyderabad vide letter under reference in this Pandemic situation. Three weeks stay at the 

training centre to carry out the JAO Phase-III training in this situation, where the persistence of Covid-

19 situation, giving serious anxiety among candidates. Many of them have approached their 

respective unit/circle to make it either online mode or reschedule the date. Candidates have 

approached to the Association also to take up the matter at appropriate level considering the present 

situation. 
 

There are about 246 candidates from Maharashtra, Chhattisgarh, Andhra Pradesh, Bihar, North East-

II, NTR, UP (West), UP (East) Circle who have to undergo three weeks JAO Phase-III training starting 

wef 23.11.2020. You will agree that even today high numbers of Covid-19 cases are being reported 

daily posing a serious threat of contamination from the Pandemic. In this situation, staying away from 

home for three weeks duration and using common places regularly is a serious threat to their safety. 

However the phase-III training is equally important to be carried out in time and hence it should be 

continued through online mode instead of offline. Similar instance is available where the training has 

been shifted to ONLINE MODE in this pandemic earlier also.  

 

Therefore, it is requested to kindly look into the matter and issue suitable direction to the 

concerned authority to shift the proposed JAO Ph-III training on ONLINE Mode. An urgent attention 

is solicited considering the fact that the said training is scheduled to start wef 23.11.2020. 

Encl. As above 
With Warm Regards 

         
                Sd/- 
 [MD. WASI AHMAD]  

Copy to:                                        General Secretary 
1. The Director (HR), BSNL Board for kind information and intervention please. 


